“What do you think about how [insert movie/TV character] is dressed in this scene/ad? It seems like it’s on the verge of pornography. It seems to be everywhere these days and I want to make sure that when you do see it, you know it’s not what people really look like or how they really act sexually.”

“I was just hearing on the news about how kids are trying to do research for a school project. They keep finding porn online because they might put .com instead of .org or .gov or something. Has that ever happened to anyone you know because I would guess it was pretty surprising and they might have seen way more than they ever wanted to.”

“When I was your age my friends and I were so curious about what having sex was really like and we found this magazine once at my friends house with naked pictures in it. I know these days porn is much easier to find on YouTube or by Googling the wrong spelling of a word. I just wanted to check in since being curious is super normal but there are much better websites and books I can share that will give you accurate information and answers to your questions.”

“Have you heard of plastic surgery? A lot of people get ‘work’ done on their faces or bodies so they can look a certain way in magazines or on camera.”